Oil & gas company gets second chance at ERP implementation.

CLIENT OVERVIEW

- Upstream petroleum oil exploration and production company in the Middle East
- Founded in 2011
- Operates several blocks, including one on the Arabian Sea, where crude oil, produced from this and other blocks in the region, is transported for storage and export
- Had recently taken ownership of assets from a multinational corporation and needed to transition their ERP system from SAP to Epicor 9.

RESULTS SNAPSHOT

- Increased system data accuracy
- Operational cost savings
- Improved standard business process compliance
CLIENT NEEDS

The company was having significant challenges with the implementer, so it reached out to Panorama to provide implementation oversight and review some of the selection documentation.

We found that the implementer had done the client’s requirements gathering and process documentation, but the implementer did not understand best practices.

In addition, the implementer was unwilling to go on-site to perform the implementation, which caused many technical and organizational challenges. For example, the client was having significant connectivity challenges that took their systems periodically off-line.

We also recognized a range of issues, including organizational cultural challenges, resistance to change, issues with new business technologies, and an ineffective communications strategy.
Our Approach

Panorama reworked the process maps and requirements to ensure the client could move to the design phase with the correct specifications.

After capturing current business processes in the main business areas, we found that the system needed many customizations to meet the client’s business needs. We worked with Epicor and the executive team to decrease these customization needs by improving the client’s processes to align with best practices.

Panorama then assessed the client’s hardware requirements, telecommunications needs, organizational health, change management program, implementation plan, data conversion plan, and training strategy.

After these assessments, we developed strategic, operational, and tactical solutions for the ERP implementation, including creating a Center of Excellence, proactively leading change management, and providing advice for management on a wide range of issues.

Ultimately, we went on-site for extended periods of time in dangerous, remote, and austere locations, so the client could be successful in its implementation. Our efforts kept the implementation on-track, on-budget, and on the path to expected benefits.

We went on-site for extended periods of time in dangerous, remote, and austere locations, so the client could be successful in its implementation.
Realized Benefits

- Increased system data accuracy from below 50-percent to more than **95-percent**
- Improved standard business process compliance from under 40-percent to more than **90-percent**
- Identified and realized operational cost savings in excess of **$500,000** annually

Expected Benefits

- Identified operational savings opportunities of **29-percent** of total labor costs
- Identified more than **$2 million** in annual operating and capital cost savings